Version 2.5: The language changed slightly, but it was worth it. The instructions are simpler and more powerful. Slots are accessed simply with Slot (n). You can write mathematical formulas, load Web pages, change speed during execution and various other operations that were previously impossible. Finally, very useful, the programs are automatically saved. This version also contains the instruction files, in Italian and English.

Version 2.6: Fixed some errors that caused the entire application to close.

Version 2.7: Added the ability to run GoTo and GoSub in association with the keys (on the PC keyboard, or virtual on the Tablet). Fixed an error that caused GoSubs to return to the next line.

Version 2.8: Eliminated the flashing, caused by the Load of the images. Added the ability to view “.mov” videos. Sometimes the ".mov" have the extension ".qt" (which stands for QuickTime), in this case it is necessary to change their extension to ".mov". If a file opens with Windows Media Player, then it can also work with Theremino Automation. If necessary, change its extension to ".avi".

Version 2.9: Now the "Labels" work even if they have a comment on the right.

Version 3.0: Great improvements. Variables now distinguish between strings and numbers. Many defects have been fixed. There is also an example for controlling the Relay Switchers.

Version 3.1: By disabling the new "SHOW COLORS" button you can also work with huge files. We never thought anyone would write 2000 line programs, but it happened and they get too slow. The solution of disabling colors is a bit crude but effective. The alternative would be a very complicated system to color only the visible lines. For very large programs, we recommend not to use Theremino Automation and not even Theremino Script, but the real VisualStudio 2008 Express.

Version 3.2: Color management is a bit improved. However, for very large programs, we recommend not to use Theremino Automation and not even Theremino Script, but the real VisualStudio 2008 Express.
From this version on, it is also possible to hide the buttons by writing a null string as text ("")
Another improvement is that the “Wait” pause time can also come from a slot or a formula.

Version 3.3: Fixed an error that occurred when writing Load followed by a double quote. Eliminated flashing on power-up.

Version 3.4: Improved the visibility of the commands in the lower status line. The status line now consists of two lines, which allow you to add new commands. Added two new commands "SaveSlots" and "LoadSlots", which save and load the values of all slots, in the file "Slots.txt".

Version 4.1: New Debug functions (Breakpoints, Watches and Step-by-Step Execution). New instructions, including the Select Case and instructions to go full screen.

Version 4.2: Fixed an error that prevented the KEY and BUTTON commands from working with multiple Spaces or TABs.

Version1 4.1 and 4.2: Great improvements. Debug functions are now also available (Breakpoints, Watches and Step by Step Execution). There are many new instructions (including the Select Case and instructions to go full screen.

Version 4.3
Comments maintain the indentation that is imposed manually. The stop at the Breakpoints occurs with the Breakpoint highlighted in the center of the window. You can also use F8 for the “Run from cursor”. Read the documentation for all the news. Finally there is also the documentation in PDF format, download it from this page.

Version 4.4
When the program is stopped, if one of the buttons is pressed, the code is brought to the corresponding function.
Button text is now always fully displayed.
The execution of external applications (with the Start instruction) occurs only if the application is not already started. And this mechanism now works well even for paths that contain the double period ("..").
Some corrected lines were marked as an error but now they no longer do.
If you click on the code, the program is interrupted and the editor is activated.
Indentation also works well when blocks end with Return and Goto.

Version 5.0
There are so many improvements that it is impossible to list them all here - Read the HELP files
- The mathematical functions are doubled in number.
- We have introduced FOR / NEXT / STEP
- There are also handy functions for binary and hexadecimal conversions,
- You can use the serial port (COM ports)
- The commands and functions of the language have increased in number.
- Tips and error checking are improved.
- The code is colored to distinguish keywords and errors.
- There is a new Toolbar (line of tools)
- There are new commands in the menus.
- Breakpoints can be added and removed with a double click.
- The keyboard overwrite status is indicated with a square cursor.
- The speed of loading and recoloring has increased by more than ten times.
- You can easily edit programs of even thousands of lines.

Version 5.1-5.2
- The chosen FONT is checked during departure.
- If the FONT is not installed, “Courier New” is used automatically.
- The new FONT list allows you to easily choose and compare them.
- The new commands allow you to install five new compatible FONTS.

Version 5.3
- Fixed the Windows 7 font error that prevented the application from opening.
- The Select-Case now also works with strings.
- The Single-Step always works (even after RUN and Breakpoint).
- CTRL-C and CTRL-A do not clear the selection.
- GetSeparatedString and GetSeparatedStringCount remove double separators.
- TXT files can be read

Version 5.4
- The values of the variables are also preserved by modifying the program during Debug
- Variables are reset to zero and empty string only with RUN and LOAD
In all other cases they retain the value they had
- When pasting in a line the cursor is positioned correctly at the end of the pasted part
- Fixed Demo-LoadProgram error
- AppTitle with name FILE
- Improved the autocompletion of IF / FOR / SELECT structures
- Fixed RemoveEmptyLines
- Added RemoveComments (string) function
- Added the "TabletTester_Sequences1.txt" example (in the User Tests / Leo folder) which demonstrates:
   - How to execute complex sequences of commands by reading them from a file.
   - How to move stepper motors in CoreXY configuration
- How to move motors at a fixed speed

Version 6.0
- Added Exit statement (from For Next)
- New instructions to stop videos and position them in seconds (Load-Pause Load-Play Load-Position)
- If you delete an entire line, the next line remains in place
- When clicking on the text the RUN stops
- Expand the functions of the Debug window
- By printing the constant CLS = Chr (12), all the text is deleted
- Buttons can be arranged in two columns and their maximum number has increased to 32
- Buttons are now colorable and can also blink at different speeds
- You can adjust the transparency of the main window
- The Wait-Application instruction allows you to wait for a certain application to be closed
- The Load-CloseApp instruction closes all applications and also Automation
- New PressKeys and SendKeys instructions to send commands to other applications or to Windows
- New Functions MouseX and MouseY to read the position of the mouse cursor
- New Key function (key name) to know if a keyboard key is pressed
- The horizontal size of the window can be reduced to display only the buttons (Button)
- Resize commands now also include "Window MinSize"
- Buttons no longer appear in Fullscreen videos
- Double-clicking also selects whole strings (surrounded by double quotes)
- Application controls and Buttons are resizable (see page 15 of the instructions)
- Added the event: Label-EventStop
- Added the event: Label-EventTimer
- Fixed dozens of small problems, operation is now noticeably more stable.

Versions 6.1 and 6.2
- Fixed some errors related to the size of fonts and controls.

Version 6.3
- New instruction Slot N = COMMAND (page 39 of the instructions)
- New Function DecodeCommandSlot (page 39 of the instructions)
- New functions Left (String, n) and Right (String, n)
- New "Message" function with request for YES or NO (pages 45 and 46 of the Help)
- Numbers with exponential notation are also accepted (examples on page 42 of the Help)
- Eliminated errors that occurred when closing the application from minimized
- During RUN the program does not change page if the mouse is on the program box (Help page 4)
- You can check the values during execution (see Help on page 5)
- New FOR and EXIT behaviors (see Help on pages 17, 18 and 19)
- Help file completely renewed for version 6.3

Version 6.4
- Buttons can also be used as labels (see page 12 of the HELP)
- The TextBox no longer covers the program code (see page 16 of the HELP)
- There are new instructions for decoding and formatting XML files (see page 52 of HELP)
- The “Open” and “Save As” dialog boxes open with the file highlighted in light gray.
- Now the FOR statement also accepts variables and complex expressions in parameters.
- When the program is stopped, the last instruction executed is placed in the middle of the screen.
- Eliminated the colored font that sometimes appeared to the right of the program lines.
- Even with the program stopped, you can open the "Debug" window and move the cursor to the program area to view the contents of the variables and functions.

Version 6.5
- Immediate Load and Save with the right button.
- Orange Load and Save indicate modified program.
- After the Load, the position of the window and the selected text are restored.
- After the Load, In case of errors or warnings a message is presented in the lower line.
- After the Load, In case of errors or warnings the program is positioned at the first error.
- The Debug Form is always on top.

Versions 7.x
- The improvements are so much! Please read the HELP files 

.

